PRODUCTS

LOOPWHEELS
On stand M9 at Naidex 2016, Loopwheels
will be debuting its range of ergonomic
‘Curve’ push rims, which incorporate
a specially designed profile to ensure
optimum contact between the push rim
and the wheelchair users hand.
The shape of the Curve push rim is
designed to support limited arm and
finger function. Combined with the
greater contact surface, this results in
increased grip, hand and wrist stability,
and greater control over the wheelchair
while propelling, changing directions and
braking. Based on the natural anatomy
of the hand, the Curve’s ergonomically
optimised profile guarantees a controlled
and effortless grip, while stabilising the
wrist.
Loopwheels are shock-absorbing
wheelchair wheels that offer a smoother
ride and help the user push over
uneven streets, rough tracks and gravel
paths, with less effort. Loopwheels’
springs provide the user with increased
power when manoeuvring their

Prices
available
on request

wheelchair up and down kerbs and the
design ensures the user has an increased
level of comfort as they absorb tiring
vibration, as well as bumps and
shocks.
Loopwheels
01623 860909
info@loopwheels.com
www.loopwheels.com

6-IN-1 MULTI-OPENER
The 6-in-1 Multi-Opener has a comfort grip and
can be used to open a variety of lids. This unique
opener will cope with hard to grasp safety seal,
metal bottle caps, can ring pulls, jar lids and bottle
tops. The enclosed blade is ideal for opening
sealed bags. The ideal companion around the
kitchen
The Mobility Aids Centre
01733 3422 42
enquiries@mobaids.co.uk
www.themobilityaidscentre.co.uk

Prices
from
£13.14

NO BEND
PET BOWL
An effective and simple solution to, what
can be, an everyday problem for many
people across the UK. The double-sided
bowl caters for your pets water and food
in the same item and the extendable
handle simply pulls out of the middle,
extending to a comfortable height that
allows users to pick up the bowls in one
easy movement, negating the need to
bend or reach.
The handle can be removed for cleaning
and the whole product can be placed in
the dishwasher.
No Bend Pet Bowl
info@nobendpetbowl.com
www.nobendpetbowl.com
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